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SOCCER UNDER

You need to read about a

SCRUTINY

W

confindential support group
to discuss eating disorders.
Turn to page 7

a

RECOVERING

S AT T E L I T E S
See what Counting Crows has

Mike and ]ory share their
thoughts on the game that
Europeans call "futball"
Turn to page 5.

been up to during their two
years of silence. See page 6.
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Campus dirty laundry
ANNETTE NELSON

frequent as it was last year.

Students spoke, and Stu

Staff Writer, The Crescent

dent Life listened!

So, its ten o'clock at night, you're
studying away for your accounting
test, and suddenly you remember
that you put on your last pair of clean
socks tills morning.
Your jeans have needed washing
for the last two weeks, and your bath
towel is beginning to exhibit that alltoo-familiar musty smell once again.
With visions of attending class
half naked and smelling of mildew
dancing in your head, you drop that
accounting book, throw all your
clothes into the laundry basket, grab
your box of soap and a dollars •

According to Jeff

VandenHoek, although the
only new machines to be
added this year were in the
new residence hall, several ex

isting machines have been
juggled around to make the ra
tio a little more workable.

Last year, Woolman Apart
ments got an additional ma
chine, and Barclay house got
one that had previously only
serviced eight students. They
_ ^ will share
withMunn

wortii of quarters, and - pausing ^

; House,

briefly to go on a sock hunt in the .

k

living room - dash out to thelaun- '

This

f year, a set

was moved
dry room.
After dropping the whole load
from
Fell
onto the sopping wet sidewalk
house (which
while fumbling with your keys, you
is not being
u
s
e
d
for student
finally stumble into the room—only
to di^over both sets of machines in housing this year) to the
use, thirteen piles of laundry wait Weesner laundry room, bring
ing on the floor, and their owners jeal ing their total up to three sets.
There are not currently any
ously guarding their places in line.
Looks like you'll be wearing your

ASC Student Chaplain, Jeff Simons imagines what it would be like to be a stapler
while a bemused Nate Macy looks on

b a t h r o b e t o t h a t t e s t t o m o r r o w.

Well, believe it or not, for many
residents, this scene is not nearly so

Please turn to

LAUNDRY, Page 8

Students polled: Dole's sitting pretty at Fox
is favorite at this point,
were compiled into a
one-sided questionnaire

SARAH JOHNSON
s t a f f W r i t e r, T h e C r e s c e n t

sheet. Each student was

With the General Election

looming only a week away
now, students in Ron Mock's
American

Government

and

Presidential Elections classes

carried out a campus wide

poll, in an effort to gauge feel
ings on important issues and
support for various candi
dates.

then assigned a living
area, group of employees
or students (including
graduate) to poll.
The results are very in
teresting, as there are a
lot of "difficult to explain
tendencies" among vari
ous voter groups. One of
'the most interesting phe-

In the 400 level Presidential

nomenons was the fact

Elections class which is only

that Dole won approxi
mately 70 percent of the
vote, compared with 10
percent for Clinton, and
another 20 percent at that
point, undecided.
As any of you that have
kept up with national

taught in election years, the
major election issues were dis
cussed, and questions were
c r e a t e d f o r t h e fi v e m o s t i m

portant issues. There was a lot

of heated discussion, but in
the end: tax cuts, access to
health care, access to commu

nity college education, ways
to fight crime and welfare re
forms were favored by the ma
jority.
The five questions covering

these subjects, along with a

question chosen by the stu
dent individually and a ques

tion regarding what candidate

have such a sizable lead as

far leaders go, we would in
a typical circumstance see
results from questions that
correlated with party affili
ation.

However, this was not the

case, particularly among un
dergraduates. In Pennington
Residence Hall, 75 percent
said that they would vote for
Bob Dole, however on the is

sues, things did not follow.
Regarding health care,
there was a very wide
spread, ranging from 15.4
percent extremely in favor (a
strongly liberal view), to 27
percent strongly disapprov

with crime than not. The

other two questions had re
sponses that were predomi
nantly Republican.
This high level of indeci
sion and inconsistency I be
s t u d e n t s a r e s t i l l i n fl u e n c e d

the vote.

by what their parents believe
as far as party affiliation goes,
but are starting to make their

In carefully examining
the responses to the ques
tions sure enough these stu
dents were extremely con

own decisions as far as where

they stand on individual is
s u e s .

These results have been

subjects.

a complete reversal of the
national trend here in the

that than not: another "left

"George Fox bubble."

ist position. The same sur
faced on the subject of ways

Due to the fact that the

Republicans looked to

At this Quaker institu

perfect results, but they
campus.

poles will realize, there is

tion, more of the Pennington
residents were eager to find
alternate ways of dealing

Of course, these are not

paint a pretty realistic pic

ing community college as
universal as high school,
more people were in favor of

to deal with crime.

sistent.

strongly influenced by a lack
of knowledge on most of the

like when they don't have a
strong opinion or much
knowledge on the matter at
hand, and that can really
throw results in a big way.

is trailing by a sizable mar
gin, Clinton is trailing on
our own GFU campus.

However, in the Masters

at the undergraduate level,

lieve, stems from the fact that

People have a tendency to
choose any answer they feel

Whereas nationwide Dole

to issues.

of Education program,
Clinton ran away to victory,
taking a huge 85 percent of

ing of allowing everyone
"free" access to health care.
When asked about mak

grams favored Dole, and
took consistently conserva
tive views in their responses

The

Graduate

students

that were polled, both on the
Newberg campus and Tigard,
Portland, Eugene, Boise etc.

ture of the sentiments on

The biggest problem that
those students toiling to
carry out this survey en
countered was a severe lack

of cooperation to help us get
our "job" done: we encoun
tered very low return rates
in almost all cases.
We at GFU should take an
active role in the elections.
After all it's our lives that

were far more consistent in

are going to be affected by

the stances that they took. In
most cases particular pro

the choices that are made on

Novembers, 1996.
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Treasures

in

Staff Writer, The Crescent

"Do not store up for
yourselves treasures on

picture you made
grade school. To
cousin searching
tic intent through

earth, where moth and rust

of the closet where her

destroy, and where thieves
up your for yourselves

wedding dress was stored.
Sure, valuable things like
the entertainment system

treasures in heaven, where

and the microwave, and ne

moth

cessities of life like clothing

break in and steal. But store

and

rust

do

not

de

stroy, and where thieves do

and food were lost. But our

not break in and steal. For

treasures were more in our

where your treasure is,
there will your heart be

memories

and

our

securi

also. Matthew 6:19-21,

ties. We held on to things,
to antiques and family heir

N I V "

looms to remember who we

I don't know how many

are

and

what

we

came

those

from. We were cherishing

verses, sitting in my room

the memories of those who

times

I've

read

with four cases of books, a
closet full of clothes, and

figurines of all kinds every
where, while silently avow
ing that I would keep my
valuables in the spiritual
realm. I never realized the

irony, and yes, the hypoc
risy of those scenes until
last weekend.

Last Friday, my aunt and
uncles house was burned to

the ground. They got out
safely but with little more
than

the

clothes

on

their

are gone, and times that are
past.
No one died, but it feels

like part of our past,did.
For my aunt and uncle, a
piece of the future died,
too. The coming months
will be filled with questions
and uncertainties, hard

work and change. The fam
ily will be there, and our
love wont change. We may
not ever hear my aunt play
"The

Saber

Dance"

on

the

old piano with a few notes

— "Our treasures were
more in our memories and
our securities."
backs and their cars. Were

very thankful that they are
physically fine, but there is
still a lot of pain for every
one involved.

The "proper Christian"
thing to say of course, is that
none of those material pos
sessions mattered. But its not

that easy. I want to run out
right now, buy a fire-proof
safe no matter what the cost,
and cram as much as 1 can
into it.

It hurts so much to realize

that the family pictures are
gone. To stand on a 2-foot
layer of ashes and realize

that beneath you is that
wooden floor you scooted
around on in your earliest
memories. To see your aunt
standing in the smoky, black
ened remains of the house
she decorated herself not

knowing where to start hop

ing. She cries when you
bring her the browned, but
still legible, remains of that

Staff Writer, The Crescent
Millions

of

missing, but there will be
more pianos.
We are silly creatures,
hanging on with such des
peration to our things be

cause of the sense of security
and knowing that they give
us, instead of clinging to the
One who is those things. And
yet...and yet...how can it

ever be easy to gracefully let
go of things that represent
your life, memories and feel
ing of safety.
I think maybe I will get that
fire-proof safe. Ill put greatgrandma Luise's letters in it,
and Grandma Pearl's year
books and scrapbooks, too.
But 1 cant put everything in it;
my fears stay out here with
me. My memories remain at

risk. 1 cant live in a fire-proof
world, but 1 have hope of one

one of them. The eight presi

Americans

have been seduced into think

ing that they can solve their
problems by voting for the
lesser of two evils. As tempt
ing as this belief may be, the
truth is that doing so accom
plishes nothing more than to
guarantee that the next time
they will again be faced with
essentially the same two evils.
This vicious cycle has led
many politicians down the
road to prosperity,
to all of us that

for her in
see your
with fran
the ashes

our proposals for a

tives instead of taking for stead of getting bogged down
granted that we must vote for in arguments over whether a

CHRIS STEFANIW

but it is a menace

H e a v e n
AMY DENT

The Lesser of Two Eyils

goes so far as to
poison the heart of
our democracy.
Democracy is
nothing more than
a

hollow

sham

whenever it fails to

Bill Clinton (Democratic

^ew government program
should take two pounds of flesh
or

only

one.

t-.

•

lu

The Libertarian Party is the

Party), Bob Dole (Republican most plausible alternative to flte
Party), John Hagelin (Natural two major parties. Libertarian
Law Party), Mary Cal Hollis candidates have run m every
(Socialist Party), Ralph Nader
(Pacific Party), Ross Perot (Re
form Party), and Howard
Phillips (U.S. Taxpayers
Party).
When I look at all eight ot

the presidential candidates

single presidential election since

the party was founded 25 years

aeo It is the first third party in
American history to qualify its

presidential ticket on all 50 state

ballots two elections in a row
(and three times to
tal). Almost 1000

"Harry Brown wants to Libertarian candi-

change
the
polit,ical lineup
byT o^ce
wsL iyear
,^
,
,
^
he
bertarian

making the Libertarian 1 arty y,ag a base ot

the third major party instead

that is growing

of the first minor party/'

both the Democrats

represent the will
of the people. The tendency
to vote for the lesser of two

evils inevitably leads to a sys
tem where many are left to
choose between two similar
candidates- neither of which

and the Republi-

Harry Browne is the most ap- cans.
It already has 176 people
serving in public office, includ
pealing. He wants to win the
presidency even though he
knows the odds are against his
victory. But whether or not he

ing a state legislator, a county
supervisor, a mayor, and more
than 30 city council members.

There are alternatives to the

represent them. We now live
at the mercy of a system that
offers a virtually meaningless

wins, he can achieve his three
other goals.
Harry Browne wants to

status quo. Vote for the candi

choice between a candidate

change the political lineup by
making the Libertarian Party
the third major party instead

your vote if you vote for some

who wants government to
grow by 5% a year and his
shadow who w:ould rather

strangle us a little more
slowly by having government
grow by only 3% a year.
There is a way to escape
this fate. We can refuse to

play into the hands of those
running the Democratic and
Republican parties by consid
ering our six other alterna

of the first minor party.
He wants to change the
terms of the debate so that fu

ture political discussions are
over how much government
to get rid of- not whether new
programs are needed.
His fourth goal is the sim
plest one- to have a good time
because he enjoys discussing

date who best represents you.

You are only throwing away
one who will not represent you

if they are elected. Why waste
your only vote?
Vote your conscience so that
you will not be responsible for
electing a candidate to represent
you by doing things you could
not do with a clear conscience.

Elections are important, but
none are worth the cost of sacri

ficing you integrity.

Lessons from Zachary
BETHANY

. He was going to play bas
ketball, meet the girl of his

SONERHOLM

Staff Writer, The Crescent

I have a story to tell you... it's
one of those ones that will give
you goose bumps. It's the story
of my summer - and why I'm
changed forever.
1 worked as a camp counse
lor this summer, and one of the

most popular questions my
campers had was,
//TV
"Otis, (that's my
camp name) why do
bad things happen to
good people?"
I always managed
to come up with an
answer involving

dreams, and grow even closer
to the Christ that his life was

absolutely dedicated to. His

entire future was opening up in
front of him. It seemed like such

Deep down inside I knew

that God had some reason for

this - but I could see nothing.
1

J-

So what makes this so amaz

ing? All six guys became Chris

tians. At the funeral, his brother
and sister, who Zach had been
so worried about - rededicated

their lives, and 15 other people

a waste - so useless!

jr

jumped straight into God's
waiting arms.

-m

vvent forward to make a deci

sion. Over 20 people were di

rectly effected by this one per
son... not to mention

-

iiuL

CO

mennon

JVl^y th6 Ood of llOjpG fill of the repercus-

you with all joy and peace as Starting! ^

God's will, but I

never thought that I
really did their curi
osity justice; I hon
estly didn't have the
knowledge or experi

you trust in him, so that youthan
^ I thought was
may overflow with hope by seeing this little piece

possible - but after

the power of the holy spirit.

e n c e .

Little did I know less then
two weeks later 1 would

glimpse through a very hum
bling example, one of the rea
sons why even the 'best' people
aren't immune to bad:the awesomeness that can come from it.

1 was at camp July 24 when I
received the phone call that
broke my heart. One of my two
best friends in the world had

in the future...one where our

been killed,

memories are made perfect
and we will no longer have
need of possessions as

Zach was 21, and just 3
weeks from beginning liis freshman year at Portland Bible
College.

reminders.

dential candidates are Harry
Browne (Libertarian Partyj,

/

f

Romans 15:13

of God's perfect plan,

I wouldn't wish him
back for all of the
musical talent in the
world.

now it's up to
Well, let me tell you the story of me to do twoSo
things:
1 want to
Zach.
help
keep
alive
everything
that
He had gone cliff-diving that
day with 9 other guys - 3 were
Christians - and they had been

witnessing to the other 6 all day.
It was Zach's turn to jump He

Zach started, and I need to live

my own life according to God's
perfect will.
How?

Romans 15:13,

stepped to the top of the cliff

and yelled, "This jump's for

n
? h fil you
' h wi
eth all jo
Gy and
od
of hope
Half way down Zach yelled,
"It's rad to be a Christian!" And' t h ^ t l " ® h i m , s o

Jesus!" and jumped.

he was gone. I've only heard

hrt K 'heoverflow
power of thewith
holy

speculation, so I don't know for
sure just what caused him to

die, but 1 doXknow
V I , u wthat
u iin
a stead
i instead

cau^iP u

of jumping into the water Zach lifp fh beginnings in your
tben you ever dreamed.
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Little Women a success Auditions
than usual.

Director Dr. Jo Lewis and as

Normally everyone would re

sistant director Jeffery Atkisson
both intend to bring out the his
torical truth in the play Little

hearse without scripts for a

ing on November 7. They aim to

happier with how tire cast is do-

month before the first show. This

Women tliat wil begin perform

time, they have only two weeks.
"I don't think I could be any

capture the spirit of what Louisa

ing," Addssonsaid. "They'll bend

May Alcott wrote, both in her

bookDff/e Women andinheriournals.

Dr. Jo has worked very very

hard to make this show as close

to Louisa May Alcott's journal as
possible/' Atkisson said. "Jo
won't be like Wynona Ryder's

character. \^t Dr. Jo has really

striven for is the historical aspect

this year because she likes clas

sics. She also tries to find plays
with strong roles for women.
"These very rich roles are dif
ficult to act," she said. "...Hiere

aren't many plays that have good
women's roles. We have to look
hard for them."

The excellent cast is progress
ing well, according to both Lewis
and Atkisson. They had two

what sustained people in the
past. Louisa May's love for

her family comes through
in
every

scene...members of

this family love each
o t h e r. "

gan preparing for the

be tlie worst thing
that could hap

show last school year.

"It's kind of a build

pen?
Lewis said,

ing year for us," Lewis
these kids have not

not had the same size

roles they now have.

into warp speed...It's a

on it."

challenge. But theyll rise

Atkisson said,

to it..VVhatwe'rc working
on now is timing and char

"There's a lot of

things that could
go wrong...the

acterization."

Lewis said now her cast is

e

starting to add in the technical

emotionally draining scene: she

dies in the course of the story.

.

.

t

h

e

be many positive tilings that

songs are still in progress. A spe
cial challenge is one scene in
which the girls change their
clothes twice on stage. (They do

the 20 scenes. Beth, too, has an

.

script..Nothing like that
matters, really. Tiere will

elements like props. Four

was originally planned, as the
play was scheduled a week ahead

t

I

entered

the

three rows of the theater

were filled with students,

some silently concentrating
and others laughing and
talking to relieve pent up
energy and nervousness.
Having had past experi
ence in these situations, 1

quickly. No,tl'uswasnota
police line-up, but the au

denying it; we
just don't plan

"Now we're getting

As

crowded auditorium I
sensed the tension and ex
citement in tine air. The first

People do get
sick...things
happen. We
just gut it out
not like we're

members because she is in 18 of

Staff Writer, The Crescent

recognized the emotions

gets sick]. It's

the hard work, I
think," she went on.

has the hardest job of all the cast

SARAH RODGERS

" Yo u
don't
think like that.

[if someone

"They're enjoying

have clothes on underneath,
however.)
Lewis also commented that Jo

a sucess

ways good to go back and see

So what would

weeks less to rehearse than what

and school started a week later

time.

but that's a good one. It's al

characters. One actor be

s h o w. "

about half is Lewis' revisions.
Lewis chose to do Little Women

the scene more than once at a

were capturing Alcott's

plays before." Others
have beet?, but have

scnpt is Donnelly's version and

played by Elissa Sartwell, to do

times just to make sure they

been in main stage

and Lewis revised it into the form
it has now. "She didn't have Pro
fessor Bhaer in it. We knew our
audience wouldn't stand still for
that/' Lewis said. About half the

paused for a moment.
"Family values is a cliche,

read the book three or four

that goes back to Louisa May

Northwest Children's Theater,

to get from the play, Lewis

Lewis doesn't ask "Beth," who is

on to say that some actors had

Alcott's journal. We believe this

Myra Donnelly wrote the
original script last May for the

wanted most for the audience

scene several times in a row.

over backward them." He went

said. "A number of

is the correct way to do this

Usually the actors will rehearse a

will come out of the show."

"I think the best production
goes back to Louisa May," he

flowing through the group
ditions for the drama,
"Little Women" that was

held in Wood-Mar Audito

rium late September.
Dr. Jo Lewis, the direc

tor, passed out forms to the
eager and anxious stu

dents. As they filled them
out, with shaking hands,
she explained that over the
past few years there had
been, with a few excep
tions, a "core group" in
volved in most of the pro
ductions. Most of this

• "core group" has now
graduated, and as a result
there are openings for new
talent. She tlren reassured

the many women in the
group, ^ying tliat she had
found from past experi

Expectations mn high for the
showing of Little Womat. An in
spirational thought from Lewis
appears at the top of every cast
member's script: "Will some
one say ten years from now,
'That performance changed my

said. "If the audience can relate

then the show has been a

talent on the first reading of
a script. They shouldn't

life'?"When asked what she

success."

judge themselves harshly if

to the characters Louisa May
wrote...If the audience goes
away and they've learned
about God and about the char

acters in Louisa May's journal,

ence, that women seldom
exhibit the extent of their

they made a few mistakes.

Several newcomers, mostly
male, walked in casually

Behind the Scenes
SARAH RODGERS
Staff Writer, The Crescent

Behind the Scenes with

she makes herself cry she said
that she just contemplates
death. She had "a friend who
died this summer" that she

Elissa Startwell and Rachel

thinks about and then the tears

Duncan: Beth and Hanna

c o m e . T h i s i s R a c h e l ' s fi r s t

When asked what her fa

vorite part in the play "Little
Women"

was,

Elissa

Startwell, who plays Beth,

quickly answered "the dying

theater role with actual lines.

She says it's challenging, but
very rewarding.
Up until now rehearsals
have been composed of block-

scene". "It's

so meaning

ful,"

she

c o m m e n t s .

She

says,

h o w e v e r ,

wont come until two weeks

been filled out Dr. Jo
opened the auditions with
a prayer and called the first
three girls up to read a
scene. This pattem contin

Jeff Atkisson, the assistant di

had the opportunity to

rector, "When you do a show
at George Fox, you sign a piece
of paper stating that you will
keep up on
your studies,
sleep, and
your health.
We

experience I've ever had."

about

Elissa Sartwell

over
and
over can be

know
all

scheduling
c o n fl i c t s b e

fore we start

come quite emotionally drain

After all the forms had

before the show opens when
they will be working from 3:00
to midnight. She said that
they will try to keep up with
their homework by doing it all
ahead of time. According to

_ "This is the happiest theater

that dying

and gravitated to the first
friendly face they saw.

ued as each actor or actress
read. There were death

scenes and love scenes, and

wholesome sybling fight

Happy
Twenty-first
Birthday
Big Boy!

ing, which is assigning the

putting out the schedule for

movements to the characters

t h e s h o w. "

people she is working with.

on stage, learning new scenes,
and then reviewing previously
learned scenes. They begin

Both Elissa and
Rachel are excited about

"Little Women," and the script

Love, Angle

experience I've ever had, she

each rehearsal with a fifteen to

is, in Elissa's opinion, "won

& Allison

it.
«
11
Elissa's roommate, Rachel

things off to a good start. Most

ing. Luckily Elissa really
loves her character and the

"This is the happiest theater

says, and it's clear she means
Duncan, is also in the play.

Rachel plays the part of Hanna
the faithful servant. Rachel
finds the scene where Beth dies

the best scene in the play. She

says that she really experiences
a connection with Elissa s char
acter and loves it when they can
'nail a scene." It is difficult to
IIHII

d

twenty minute prayer to get
of the lines are memorized

the 9th, and then resumes on

now and they begin going
back over and polishing the

the 14th through the 16th.
According to Dr. Joe, 46 girls
and ten guys tried out for the
show. There were only parts for

scenes so that there are no

awkward moments. Accord

ing to Dr. Jo Lewis, each re

hearsal "has a particular goal."
Elissa says she has
time to do her homework even
with her busy rehearsal sched*

1

sustain emotion in a play when ule. They rehearse Mondays,

repeating the scenes over andfrom
Wednesdays,
and Fridays
3:15-5:30. The crunch

overagain. When asked how

derful!" The show opens on
November 7th goes through

s e v e n w o m e n a n d fi v e m e n .

The parts were cast by a com
mittee of five people composed
of the director, assistant direc
tor and three students. With all

the work these girls and the rest
of the cast are doing it should
be a success!

scenes. Many of the stu
dents did really well, and a

few even called up tears for
the appropriate scenes.
Then the auditions were

over until the next day
when another group of
students did the same

thing. The competition
was very tough, and
w h e n t h e fi n a l l i s t w a s

posted, the few students
selected they were jubi
lant, but most realized the

real work had just begun.

The Barber House has
moved next to McDonalds.
Men's Haircuts

only $9.00.

538-6775

theosS^^
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Women's soccer ends on happy notQ
minutes into it the Boxers

scored. Five minutes later they
scored again. The Boxers put
another unneeded goal into
the net with only two minutes

It's been a rough season for
the George Fox women's soc
cer team, but they ended it on

left in the game to bring the

a positive note. The Bruins

score to 4-0.

broke a seven-game losing

Saturday October 26, the in

some great saves against the
Bearcats, but couldn't keep
them from scoring once in

each half. Twenty two min
utes into the first half, the

Bearcats sent the ball past the
Bruin goalkeepers out
stretched arms. Then again

beat the Linfield Wildcats 5-

jury depleated Bruin team
went up against the NCIC 6th

with only seven minutes left in
the game, Willamette scored

1.

ranked Willamette Bearcats.

again.

streak Sunday when they

With five starters sitting on the
bench: Sarah Iverson (sopho

Unfortunately, the first

part of the week did not go

more, Puyallup, WA), Beth

as well for the Bruins.

Boxers in their last road game

Kahut (sophomore,
Milwaukie, OR), Naomi Cook
(freshman, Medford, OR) and

of the season. The Boxers

April Sterhan (sophomore,

sent the Bruins home score

Milwaukie, OR) were side

Wednesday October 23, they

played the Pacific University

lined with injuries.

less. It was the eighth game
the George Fox women's
team didn't get at least one
goal in.
The first half was a pretty

Nevertheless, the Bruins

even match for the teams.

The Bruins kept the Boxers
scoreless until 39 minutes

into the half. But Pacific took
control of the second half. Six

played an incredible defensive
game, keeping the Bearcats
down to only two goals.
Freshman Kayla McKinstry
(Canby, OR), typically a for
ward, donned the keeper's

gear to fill in for the injured

Sunday the Bruins played
their final game of the sea
son—and ended with a deci

sive victory over Linfield.

The George Fox team scored

five times against Linfield,
while the Wildcats only put one

the Bruin wave at the

half, but had no such

luck. Eight minutes
into the second half

Morris again scored,

this time off an assist

by Katrina Crabb
(sophomore, Hilo,
Hawaii). Linfield
scored their only goal

of the game eleven Three Brums waic
minutes later. Still, |,etween them.
the tide of Bruin match.

"We

had

an

goals could not be stopped. j ^ of season-ending

Four minutes after the Wild- u^sua
cats scored. Brum Herd games, we had just 13

Hughes scored on an assist available. To play as

ball into the Bruins' net.

It took thirty minutes, but
finally Staci Morris (junior, Ca
mas, WA) opened the flood
gate for the Bruins off an as
sist by Sarah Bowder (sopho
more, Tigard, OR).
Just one minute later fresh

man Jenny Overstreet scored
on an assist by Morris.

The Wildcats hoped to dam

Iverson. McKinstry made

Tr-'"'"''"'

goal of her coll.8'.t. TheBruinsfinlshedtheirsea-

off an assist by seiuor Lisel ^

Cremen played the lasi wins, nine losses; and an over-

Sro|.rU.g,.,.e.,-.
SnoS'rr-nir^S
Head Coach Byron Shenk player they wil lose do to
had an interesting perspec- graduation.

Men's soccer playoffs: Here we come!!
Despite questionable re
ferring on Saturday (even

R YA N C H A N E Y
Staff ItVriter, The Crescent

assistant coach Tim
The Bruins men's soccer

Tsohandtaridis had prob

team went into this weekend's

lems with the refe), the Bru

play at Morse Field knowing

ins came out triumphant.
Michael
Moody

that nothing less than two
wins'in two games would

midfield. This time, it
came off the cross bar,

and into the keepers

J • I" i

waiting

Willamette packed their

defense, leaving their of

(Sophomore,BotheIl, WA)

lead by Coach Manfred

had a particularly impres
sive game.
Moody started things
off down the right flank,

Tschan would have to rely on

with an excellent cross,

guarantee them a playoff

berth. If the record came up
less than perfect, the Bruins,

Justin Rivard (Senior, Las Vegas,

Nevada) displays his fancy footwork.

which required the

get a berth.

Tlie general feeling was one

Willamette keeper to make an
amazing save. The Bearcats

of confidence: the Bruins had

played a tough defensive first

(Sophomore, Bellevue, WA)
had a good crack on goal witli
an excellent chipped shot,
which missed scoring by

half, so the Bruins had little op
portunity to score.

Willamette and Linfield (their

However, when the Bruins

opponents), and Tschan had
the feeling that the boys "re
ally wanted it."

earned a free kick after 35 min

utes of the first half, Josh Turpen

After the break, things
changed for the Bruins.

wasn't until the second half that

second half, Jeff Wells

he actually gained a point for

(Sophomore, Ridgefield, WA),
put the ball in the back of the net

Soon after he scored. Wells

Bruin players. Wade Fleming
tackle with no warnings from
Then, with 24 minutes left

in the game, Justin Rivard (Se
nior, Las Vegas ,Nevada) sent

a superb cross from the right,
which was headed in by Travis

Johnson Qur\ior, Grants Pass,
SALES HOURS
MON-FRl
BAM-7PM

SUN..12-5PM

411E1tt(PartiaS6rv!c0)
Geo

Geo

Geo

W H E R E 0 L D . FA 8 H i a N E D

COURTESY IS GUARANTEED

538-3181

Geo

Geo Geo

Geo

Geo

NEWBERG

^

T R AV E L

0/7 the corner of Meridian and 1" Street

Now is the time for reservations

for the holidays.

538-9496
811 E. First St. Newberg, OR 97132

3O3E1tl(Nw3Us04SilN)
Geo

Geo

Geo

the Bruin. The Linfield goal

keeper made an error as Wade
Fleming looped the ball over

some defenders, and Wells was

able to loop the ball past the
keepers clambering body into
the left top corner.
Before that happened, Justin
Rivard, the only senior on Ihe team,

had scored in his last home game.
This goal came off a typically ex

citing run from Wade Fleming on

the left flank which set up John

theref.

Imports

though he injured his quad do
ing it. Time and time again, he
was close to scoring, though it

After two minutes of the

(Sophomore, Oregon City, OR)
was brought down in. a feet first

G S ®
Oldsmobile

Jeff Wells stood out from the
rest of the team in his play;

<2^

LOREN BERG

home game, the Bruins had just

ent—^making for a frus
trating first half for the

lar play down the left side of

A few minutes later Turpen
chanced a chip shot from regu

Linfield to send them to the play
offs. In Senior, Justin Rivard's last
that—^and then some.

was shown tiie yellow card, for
what seemed to be an extremely
innocuous challenge. However,
the waming didji't stop the
Bearcats from taking out a few

inches.

Ail the Bruins now needed

was a solid performance against

fense almost nonexist

Bruins.

other teams' losses in order to

a good record against both

arms.

good feeling for Sunday.

OR). The scoring was finished
off by Rivard himself, who
sent a looping header into the
back of the net. The determi
nation showed by the Bruins
was exciting to watch, and
sent the crowd home with a

Suehisa (Freshman, Wahiawa, Ha

waii) to cross the ball past the face
of goal, enabling Rivard to head it
in at the far post.
After the Bruins celebrated

their playoff berth-winning vic

tory, Coach Tschan reminded the

players after the game that "there
are no bad teams left." The Bru

ins road only gets more difficult
as they attempt to advance
through playoffs and win a
chance at nationals.

Do your finances look
a little SCARY this
halloween ?

Try Newberg
Resale
Its' perfect for the college budget.
Acrossthestreet538-4745
Vd
i eo,and.Behn
i dCarcuest.
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Sports Talk

That strange beast named soccer

with

(Mike and Jory) have made a

Mike

conscious effort to cover all the

angles dealing with officiating

hy holding an unbiased and

& Jory

linear point of view. (Jory's

great uncle was a line judge in

who got mauled
when he came between a
mother wildebeast and her

cub. He lost 65% of his vision,
but he fought back and is still
reffing today!!!)
Some people view refs and

MIKE SMOLKO & JORY SMITH
Staff Columnists. The Crescent

The soccer season is comine

umpires

to a close and we feel like we

more important things. Jory has

ishing up their doctoral dis

gotten fairly adept at shagging
the balls which go out of
bounds at the soccer games. In

sertations in their respec
t i v e fi e l d s . T h i s t i m e o f t h e

year, all of the academic
stuff is coming to a head in
the learning community.
There is research to do,
there are a lot of serious

world issues hinging on
their lives, they have to
spend time with the other
brothers at the monastery,

as

and we haven't

bumbling idi

should have some explana

ots

tions about soccer for the GF

even

who

good

complicated sport and can

t h e i r p r o l i fi c
singing ca

call.

These people

sometimes be confusing to the

r e e r s .

put refs under

the microscope

average fan.

These are just a few of the

and pick apart

confusing aspects of soccer:
offsides,yellow and red cards.

e v e r y s i n g l e Mike and Jory with the
c a l l t h a t i s Iverson family.

Josh Turpen, the longo point

made. C'mon

system of shafting the best
teams, soccer inbreeding in

folks, give the refs a break.

They are people too. They

Brazil, the vision impairment

make errors.

of line judges, etc.

Normal people often do not
understand the complications
involved with being a ref.
Take their apparel, for in

We decided that it would be
important to use this article to

tackle some of these confusing
issues. Although the topic
should at some point be ad

dressed, we will not discuss
the issue of Manfred's boots in
this article.

T h e fi r s t i s s u e w e w a n t t o

explore is officiating. We

tion—a twelfth man of sorts on

these guys are

the field. His position would of

under a lot of

ficially be "Shag Boy."

treat them like sub-human

beings. While this can be
fun, we need to realize that

referees are people too.
Pat Bailey (head

these days? It should be ille
gal for a head linesman to wear

he tells his team

his little son's shorts to the

"it's one of the fun

game.

parts of baseball.
The umpires make mistakes
just as well as players do. It
goes both ways. An umpire
would never look at a player
and say, 'you stink.'"
We are also hoping that
Pat gives Manfred some ad
vice about where to buy

Travis Johnson does in the

prayer chapel (just kidding
Tr a v ) .

Seriously, these clothes
are making the refs irritable.

Puget Sound.

ing up a campaign to cara

ing Jory in deciding which
balls to shag, he would obvi
ously be given the title Asso

van hundreds of GF students

to Pacific. The goal is to take
o v e r P a c i fi c w i t h a t l e a s t 2 0 0

ciate Director of Ball Retrieval.

fans from the grassroots of

Mike will share this position

G F. We w i l l a l l m e e t i n t h e

Hal

Bauman parking lot one and
a half hours before the game
(Game time will be an

Adrian.

We also think Jory
should get a schol
arship.
Most impor
tantly, we would

soccer
at

Wichita State) told

about officials is,

Shag boy for the University of

Since Mike has been direct

with

us that one thing

stand out— almost as bad as

right mind knows that Jory de

that

be

aware

fits the soccer refs are wearing

striped knee socks, they

time. Almost anybody in their

more

to

%

utes and 46 seconds of playing

We ' v e l o b b i e d t o t h e N C A A

standout

shirt, medium shorts, and

public appeal using this forum
to request a varsity letter for
Jory. Over the past three years
at Fox, he has logged 127 min

that Jory's role at games should
also be heralded as a new posi

lation from the waist down?
What's the deal with the out

dard issue uniform is a pink

We would like to make a

much, we need

baseball coach and

Soccer refs are supposed

ketball games, the clock never
stops. It takes some legitimate
"game time" for Jory to get the
ball and give it to the player
who is going to throw it in.

s e r v e s a l e t t e r.

stress and pressure. It's re
ally easy to slam the refs and

former

soccer matches, unlike in bas

So, pretty

stance. Honestly, how can a
guy make a call with no circu

to blend in. When the stan

"Hey, Mike, Jory, will you guys

men

tioned some of

couldn't buy a

community. Soccer is a really

get a picture with us?"

Most of the refs are also fin

nounced at a later date).

Folks, this is gonna be big.
You are not going to want to
miss it. We have even possi
bly booked Hootie and the

like to address the

ag Boy (Jory

in vinage form.

boots.

Let's shift our thoughts
from the refs and move on to

issue of the play
offs, which are com

B l o w fi s h

and

the

Phoenix

Suns' gorilla for halftime en

ing up on the ninth
o f N o v e m b e r. O u r m e n ' s t e a m

tertainment.

is doing an awesome job and
they have made the playoffs for
the sixth consecutive year. They
are working very hard and de
serve a lot of support from the
community here at Fox.
Now, the playoffs are most
likely at Pacific College in For

So, clear your calenders
on that Saturday afternoon
(November 9th), paint your
bodies, gargle with some salt
to get those vocal chords
ready, clean the toilet (if your
name is Seth Lewis), get
some heckling lessons from

est Grove. OK, here's the deal.

Peter Smart, and we'll see

We (Mike and Jory) are head-

you in the lot.

Women's XC:Will they make it? F o x S c o r e b o a r d
advance. Since four- time de

RYAN CHANEY

head coach Wes Cook, the tal
ent to advance to the national

Staff Writer. The Crescent

meet is present on the women's

fending NAIA champion Uni
versity of Puget Sound is virtu

has not surfaced this season.
"There's no doubt in my mind

an at-large berth is die only route
to the national meet that George

Since the late 1980's, George

Fox women's cross country has

been synonymous with success.

For eight consecutive seasons the
Lady Bruins have placed in the

top 14 at the NAIA national

cross country team, but it just
that we're a top-20 team if we

can come together and run well

enough to get ourselves (to Na

championship meet. Including a

tionals)," explains Cook. "T^e
talent is there for us to run, it's

same period they have won their
league seven times and placed

do what you should have done
and what you have the ability

runner-up finish in 1992. In the

just a matter of seeing if you can

ally guaranteed the NCIC title,
Fox can look to.

'To have any hope of going
to Nationals well have to have

27

need excuses, we just need re

And national pubUcations and

sults." , . 1 u
But the results simply have

be between Willamette and

Lady Bruins perpefeally

spite ha ving a pair of NAIAAll-

whole time-at least until last

women are largely inexperi

poll was published last Monday (Oct 21) the Lady Bruins

mix and come out as the best of

Americans on his roster. Cook s

get in (to the NAIA national

enced and have failed to ever

Despite the current team's

They did manage to win me

coUege divteion of the Hny l^Us

Silele Invitational,but wmout

the results in big meets the Lady

Nov

rxKrthf Ldy Bruins
nccotrnyirte^rh-year

v

s

L i n fi e l d

0

23

GF

0

vs

P a c i fi c
1

GF
3

vs

Willamette
2

GF

vs

L i n fi e l d

3

0

that threesome then we might

1

meet)."

Women's Volleyball
Nov 22

poor season, even the Lady Bru

ins of old would have a tough

time in this season's Northwest
Conference. "We could mn bet
ter than we've ever run and still

Nov 26

get fifth," speculates Cook.
MAny NCIC teams are ranked,

ing to take a total team effort for

the unranked Lady Bruins to

keep their national meet streak

G F

a t

Nov 27

W. Oregon

8

15

13

15

6

15

G F

a t

15

and according to Cook it is go

meet!wherthegun

Willamette

Whitman. Ifwecangetintothat

notbeentherethisseasom De

g i v e n r a c e d a y. .

s

2

Nov

home 31 competition and aca

'^'when the NAIA coaches- completely come together on a

G F

26

Lutheran are very strong, and
the battle for the next spot will

among the nation s top 20 the

Nov 27

Nov

finger at anybody. We don t

v

3

Women's Soccer

Puget Sound and Pacific

NAIA pollsters have had the

G F

(at Conference) to catch the at
tention of the raters," explains
Cook. "We'vegottolookgood
to others for anything to happen.

to do. I'm not going to point a

demic All-American plaques.

Nov 26

a pretty exceptional performance

second another.

IndividualJytheyhavehauled

Men's Soccer

Whitworth
5

15

7

15

3

G F

a t

Whitman

15

9

6

15

alive. "It's not going to be one

15

2

person," he says. "They are all
going to have to do it."

15

10
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Joy Electric's new Return from Silence for the
release medivial
JOHN WICHNER
Staff writer, the Cresceryf

Once again, this "group" has

vampire, and has dubbed himself

D AV I D L I A B R A AT E N

Count Ronald Martin.

S f a ff Wr i t e r, T h e C r e s c e n t

Among these ch^ges there, is
still no room for disappointment.

Some things have remained the

turned out a completely original al
bum.

same as always. The layered vocal

"Joy Electric", composed of
Ronnie Martin and his synthesizer
equipment, has a unique

technique still is employcil as weU

tG^o\dancs sound thathas never

been matched by any other artist.
"We are the Music Makers" is

the latest release by this Christian
artist. Fans of "Joy Electric's" other
albums will not be disappointed by
"Music Makers" while new com

ers will be blown away by the
amazing, spectrum filling music.
There are a few changes in this
release as opposed to other releases
by Joy Electric. For one, Martin
has not used any sound samples
in this album at all. Every sound
you hear (including, of course, his
voice) was created by Martin via
synthesizer equipment.

as the poetic lyrics.
"Sadness sings thought daunt
ing hours. The cloaks of yam cover
the marshes, hunting for the roads
in thorns to make our way to my
first love. The webs weave then and

their forms, are we to die with no

glimpse of you?"
It is difficult to classify this into
a particular music type because it
is so original. Techno is the closest
thing for most audiences, though
the artist prefers to call it Ambient
House.

In fact, when the Martin re
leased "Rainbow Rider" which

Also, tlie tlieme of this album is

was the project's name before it
was change to "Joy Electric" he
explained that techno was not a
good comparison because that

meant to be about medieval times

form of music can be harsh and

with castles and knights and such.
Songs such as "Old Castle Madri
gal" and "Hansel, 1 will Be Your
Friend" emphasize the fairy tale

tuneless. This first project was ac
tually started as a way to combat
the "heavy burden on my back"
type of Christian Music thathas be
come so popular in tlie early nine
ties and seem to be popular today.

tliemes.
As a result of the "time shift" in

thesubject matter, themusicisa tad
darker, witli many verses in minor
keys. However, the chorus will
tliem explode into a brilliantly shin
ing, joyous melody.
Another change is in the name
of the artist himself. He used to go
by Ronnie Martin on his other al
bums and his productions. Now,

This was to be a war fought wi^
what Martin called "beautiful daz

outfit with a ruffled white shirt,

zling music."
Three years, 1 album and an EP
later, this new "Joy Electric" will
take you on fantastic musical jour
neys, with plenty of "beautiful daz
zling music" to offer you, and a full,
polished sound tliat will leave you
witli a hunger for more.
This is the best "Joy Electric"

reminiscent of an old time movie

release to date.

however, he has donned a black

Crows with "The Satellite
After more than two years of si
lence, Counting Crows creates a
ruckus with tlieir second album Re

covering Vie Satellites. When their
first album August and Everything
After sold over six million copies.
Rolling Stone labeled the group
"the biggest new band in
Now in their sophomore effort,
lead singer/songwriter Adam
in harder than ever before. They
demonstrate driving rhythms and
a crunching guitar sound without

Amy Varin
Senior Chapel:
Jake Coleman

#5660

#4284

x3524

Senior Video:

Troy Roberts

#4041 X3524

Senior Breakfast:
Caleb Culver

• W-

and lyric^ style. Although most
of Recovering the Satellites' fourteen
tracks are heavier, there are still

1

some well-crafted love tunes and

a few experimental pieces.
In the first track, "Catapult," a
lone Mellotron organ plays a sweet
•

tune, then the rest of the band

comes in for a sound ffiat is very

.fr-'.

V c
JL

smooth.

Next is the first radio single,
"Angels of the Silences." This fast
paced distorto-rock tune show
cases the Crows attempt at hyper
activity, which should intensify
their live performances tremen
dously.
"I'm Not Sleeping Anymore" is
a weird song with a loud staccato
feel. Therearesomestringarrangements woven in that sound very
John Lennon-ish. "Goodnight
Eli2Kibeth" is an thoughtful and
emotional tune that is unfortu

nately one of the only relaxing
numbers in the album.

The title cut, "Recovering the

In the last Crescent in

x3521

isv ^ i

sacrificing tiieir trademark melodic

which

The following are our senior committe
members and the events that they are responsible for:
Senior Nights:

s !lp-U ]

Durite and the other five crows kick

groovy tune that uses a light bulb

Hi Seniors!

V,

T T T-'I T 'i

America."

Satellites," is a medium-loud

c5en/or
Corner

^

our

column

appeared, we poked fun
at the "We miss you Brad"
sign in front of Ye Old
Pizza. It has been brought
to our attention that Brad
was the owner of Ye Old

Pizza who passed away
last spring. He was a man
of character and support
ive of George Fox College.
We apologize for our
insensitivity.
Emily and Kara

I #
as an instrument. Finally my fa
vorite track, "Have You Seen Me

Lately," is an example of the alternative-rock-meets-Bob Dylan-andthe-Band sound that drives the al
bum forward.

Counting Crows most remem

bered album but there are a few

tracks thathave the potential of be

ing big hits. The more intense road

taken on Recovering the Satellites
will not scare away die-hard

Adam Duritz has an extremely
personal sense in his lyrics that
move past an^t-driven whining
and "oh girl" love ballads. He fre
quently speaks in the second per
son as he pours his heart (and his
larynx) into every word. The sec
ond album seems a bit more cyni
cal and biting than the first.

Crows fans. On the same note, this

The album is a moderate suc
cess overall. It will not be the

ing Crows will be around for a long

is real music and will never appeal
to those who prefer torturous
screaming and din over musician
ship and poetic style.
Counting Crows is one of the
only real rock bands left in
America. Along with groups like
Pearl Jam, R.E.M. and U2, Count
while to come.

Top Ten Overall at KFOX
1.

Nouveaux

-

Wonder

2. DC Talk - In the Light
3. Rasberry Jam - Burden
4. PER - Anything

5. Five O'clock People - Falling
6. Third Day - Blackbird
7. Holy Soldier - My World

8. Poor Old Lu - Hello Sunny Weather
9. Audio Adrenaline - Walk on Water
10. Sarah Masen - All Fall Down

#4124 X3512

If you would like to be involved or have any
questions about these activities feel free to contact these

people or Tina and Amy at x4101. We want to hear
from you!

Newberg Dairy Queen
is now accepting
applications for all shifts;
breakfast, lunch and

CXDPIES

d i n n e r. C a l l 5 3 8 - 6 11 2 .

The PhotoCo.has Moved!
We've relocated!
Our new store is near ^

*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing

phone cards. For information

PHOTO PROCESSING PHOTOGRAPHY

1 Hour Photo Passport Photos

• Self Seruice Copies I November 30th. l^T)
•

Manuals

send a self-addressed stamped

• Computer Rental

envelope to: Inc., PO Box 0887,

• Full Color Copies

Miami Fl, 33164

^

CO

m

• Forms
HELP WANTED
Men

or

Women

'a.

fi n d m u c h m o r e

o

U

earn

$480 weekly assembling
circuit boards/ electronic

components at home.

111
N

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-8:00 • Sat 8-5

Experience unecessary, will
train. Immediate openings

In Fred Meyer Shopping Center

your local area. Call 1-520-

537-0824 • FAX 537-0973

680-7891 Ext. 0200

3

• Tr a n s p a r e n c i e s

McDonald's off Hwy 99. 5538-2721

Printing & Copying

3300 Portland Rd,

I

s
e n

£0

d
c

tS
1
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Efficiency honored

AMY DENT

probably

hearfbynowthatourunivemtv
has
ranked fornineyeareas
oneof/>mi
ericasBestCoUegesby
U S. News
and World Report
Magazine.

WeU tl^year,GeoigeFoxwas

3Jso m fifth place out of five west-

CTn region liberal arts coDeges in
the list of Most Efficient Schools.
U.S. News determined

these rankings by dividing

also reassure students that there
^ many reasons why the honor

is a valid one for this university.

of the faculty, staff and

administration gave
back to George Fox over
Ron Mock, assistant

io and political science,

ered in the U.S. News

rial on this subjectlastyear,

study that describe the
university's efficiency.

Paul Dunnette, news edi

tor of University of

cause

of

a

distorted

body image. "1 out of 11

GF faculty carry the
highest teaching load
(12 hours per semester

women

you will find anywhere. GF fac
ulty salary levels are moderate.
The differential between top
salaries and average salaries...is
low. We don't have top adminis

in

the

that at U of O or OSU, Mock en

Unlike state schools, GFU has

almost no subsidy from tax pay
ers and only a small endowment
fund.

Where's

women

don't

t-.l-i

•
\

•
.

tW-.
r

Andy Dunn, a staff member
here at Fox, won the 2 free
playday passes to
American Palntball.

4103. Leave your name &
extension. Call before

continues.
because

because it allows

members to help

Saturday at noon.

3. You will be entered in a

drawing for this week's
pr\7£.

This Week's Prize Donor You will receive a call if you
is Newberg Burgerville, win, and your photo will run
in the paper the following
Thank you Newberg
week.
Burgerville!

each

n

dinner for four at

Newberg Burgerville

other

re-

1

Bni-CrewWest

century, women wore
corsets to achieve a thin
treme discomfort. This
tion and could cause se
rious harm due to the

possibility of splitting
"Many freshman
girls come to Fox with
negative eating habits,"
Killeen says. "Many
come from a situation
where

their

mother

"The
it's

"In

addition,"

Killeen adds, "many
tend not to be as active,

there is a higher level of
stress, less food choices

and when you add the
d r e a d e d ' f r e s h m a n - fi f

teen' to the mix, this of
ten will cause students

to do drastic things."
For more informa

tion on eating disorders
or on joining the sup
port group contact the

George Fox Counseling
Center at ext. 2340.
Fashion

advertise

ments like these show

unrealistic body
images for women

Jerusalem
University

College
• Master of Arts

The Class Reps and the Orescent are sponsoring a contest for a new and
creative quote for the Bru-Crew t-shirts. The winner will receive a free

pizza (personally delivered by the Reps) and the first shirt off the presses.

^ contest erKis November 8. You can enter ^writng down your quote

and sending it to SUB Box B. Be sure to write "Bru-Crew" on the outside
so your entry will make it Into the competition.

graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
• short-term academic

study |7rograms
• credits transferable
• Biblical History
New Testament Backgrounds
• Middle Eastern Studies

♦ Historical Geography

N fl m e

Find the Bruin and win

them

is a virtual smorgas

group therapy is a ben
eficial part of treatment
for peoples with
eating disorders,

2. Call the Crescent at ext.

Last Week's Winner;

torture

selves. In the nineteenth

bord in Marriott.

makes women appear

Bruin will be hidden in the
ads or between the ads.

almost

also feels like "the me

Killeen believes that

.f

• Hebrew Bible Translation

• Hebrew Language
Box#
Oiiotft

Phone#

to

rived here where there

of

vulnerable and naive."

•

conform

like their bodies. She

depicted as sexy since it

1. This is the Bruin.
Find the Bruin. The

to

these body types, many
women are willing to

cent

models

Rules:

chested flapper, the 50s
curvy Marilyn Monroe
and the 60s Twiggy
style.
Killeen says that in

controlled their eating
habits and then they ar

waif look is popular for

Bruin

the

Killeen also points
out that, according to
the May 1996 issue of
Lear magazine, 48 per

she

n-.

been

steel.

dia creates myths about
sexually attractive body
types and diet adver
tisements misleadingly
promise a quick fix to
weight problems, often
offering unhealthy
ways to lose weight.
"Magazines use fash
ion models whose body
types are similar to girls
with eating disorders,"

courages them to look at the real
costs. Tuition is high because
it pays 70 percent of the costs here.

has

nineteenth century frail

it with this so-called

and designers like

Although students may be
surprised at ffie claim of efficiency
when comparing tuition here to

There

interfered with diges

Calvin Cline."

students.

buxom to emaciated.

struggle with eating
disorders at some point
during their life, and
our society encourages

models like Kate Moss

many schools do.
Administrators, faculty and
staff do an impressive job of
avoiding frills that don't benefit

tated a transition from

waist, in spite of the ex

U.S.

'waif look promoted by

trators earning huge shades like

Throughout history,
popular culture has dic

order

Killeen says that
she's found that many
women struggle with
eating disorders be

GFU system not consid

their own.

male, the athletic
Gibson female, the flat-

port.

finds four features of the

However, in an edito

m

work

and pale looking fe

information and sup

professor of peace stud

were considered.

.

than

meeting on Wednesday
nights from 7-9 p.m.
starting Nov. 6. Here,
women struggling with
overeating will be able
to find encouragement,

financial aid to students.

liberal arts colleges and the
top 25 percent of regional

...vs.-:*...-.

rather

c o n fi d e n t i a l , w i l l b e

bulimia, anorexia and

$46,000 to help provide

universities and national

t

group for women who
are struggling with eat
ing disorders.
This group, which is

that last year 71 percent

the top half of the national

Fox College garbage cans bought
last year shortly after the name
change was announced.
However, although CPU staff
and faculty recognize some of the

start up a support

most of our spending out of each
dollar. We use every

list is considered quite and
honor, since only schools in

to the schools reputation?
Many GFTJ students, as they
dig deep into their pockets for tu
ition, may tend to agree with
Dunnettes low opinion of the U.S.
News study, especially in light of
the infamous plethora of George

student Donna Smith

operation all along that we get the

Being included in the

school ever submit data harmful

ior

what we've thought about our

dent.

applicants, why would any

create

are joining forces to

gram expenditures per stu

prestigious study brings in more

Junior Shannon

cial affairs adds that It bears our

its 1995 education pro

And since a high ran^ig in this

and

norms for their behav

h^age, vice president for finan

Hoombeek also
wants students to know

make any sort of valid judgment?

novate

Killeen and graduate through these issues on

vey of academic quality by

data is obtained from the admin
istrators of frie schools. How can
administrators from other schools

evaluate, revitalize, in

Editor in Chief, The Crescent

black for 25 years straight. Don

a colleges score in its sur

Portland's Beacon,
brought up some question
concerning the U.S. News study.
Dunnette pointed out that the

ANDREW S. MILLER

Corbin Hoombeek, a fund

raiser for George Fox, reports that
me University has operated in the

nickel till it bellows.

f

Eating Disorders
prove deadly

flaws in the efficiency study they

staff Writer. TheCfBscent

i;W$
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Or Somethim
Like that...
From WhiteBoard News

week, the president said he was

proud to meet one of the world's
most famous Ecuadoreans.

"Meeting you in person is an
extremely high honor. You look

a lot prettier than you do on tele
vision," he said.

"You are a person who knows

The true story of a

real

melon-head

Moscow, RUSSIA—When

someone discovers grandma's
been locked in her apartment
for four days, who do you call?
When a construction worker

fails off scaffolding straight

Nicosia, CYPRUS—A Brit

ish tourist trying to show off
his aim by throwing a melon
from a second-floor balcony
into a municipal trash con

down a manhole,

tainer lost his balance and fell

who do you

to his death.

call? There's

Police in the southern Cypriot resort of Ayia Napa confirmed that Stephen John
Pepperell, 39, fell to his death

no 911 in Rus
sia.
But there is

007—the eel- ~

lular phone number you can
call to get retired KGB officer
Alexander Shabalov's com

pany, Security Center of Flex
ible Technology.
On contract to the city to
provide emergency rescue ser
vices, SOFT'S action teams

come roaring to the rescue of
Muscovites every day.
They arrive in Shabalov's

Monday from the balcony of

an apartment, but declined to
give further details.
The English-language

Cyprus Mail reported Tuesday

the last Town

dom of women," he said.

Hall meeting
a great deal of

Bucaram and Bobbit on the

weekend both became godpar

ents of the baby daughter of an
Ecuadorean singer in the port
city of Guayaquil.

Before lunching with

Bucaram, Bobbit met Congress
President Fabian Alarcon and re

quested faster treatment of a law
to protect womens' rights in the
workplace. She called for Latin
American women to unite to de

fend their rights and combat
sexual violence.

Bucaram was basking in femi
nist sentiment just one day after

in the apartment at the time.

like to live naked and prey on
women like a caveman.

89 yr-old candidate STILL
has promises to fulfill

Firefighters rescue hero who
rescues cat

spy-fantasy "multifunctional
vehicles" — converted Land

Akashi, JAPAN—^Japan's

Rovere, bristling with high-tech

oldest candidate, Kenzaburo

Gresham, OREGON—

readiness and emblazoned

Hara, is struggling to win
reelection in the country's up
coming parliamentary elec

Firefighters first told callers the

with the company's winged
logo that looks like Batman's.
The rescue units are guided
from Shabalov's headquarters

by cellular phones, and
equipped for every eventuality:
rappelling devices, winches,
scanners to detect listening de
vices in buildings, extinguish
e r s f o r 11 d i f f e r e n t

kinds of fires, satellite

navigation systems
accurate within 15

feet, and a contrap
tion called "Diana," a
50-foot roadblock that
accordions out from the

undercarriage of the Land
Rover with explosive-loaded
spikes.
Conscience pangs

tion.
Politicians in their 60s or 70s

ment since 1946. "Those in

rescue the cat.

their 80s and 90s are in the

The kitten was balled up and
clinging to a limb after being

peak of their career, and so am
1."

Hara is running again on
Sunday because he says he still
has promises to fulfill.
In a country where Confuw cian honor for the elderly still

sion news, police said Thurs
day.

Its terrified meowing had kept
residents of a mobile home park
awake for four nights.

Big-hearted Tom Traun, 36, the

ting up in years have usually
had little trouble getting re
elected. Including Hara,

to come, he strapped on a
lumberjack's gear and climbed to

vfeen the firefighters declined

the rescue.

Parliament that recently was

"His fafiier taught him how to

dissolved for the election are

go up with the spurs, but not how
to get down," said Laird Case of

Orlando, FLORIDA—It

saw his victim on the televi

cha^ up the tree by a dog.

\ holds sway, politicians get-

older than 80.

was the guilt that got to crack
cocaine addict and robbery
suspect Tyrie Nelms when he

Then, they had to go rescue

manager of the park, couldn't take
it anymore.

eight of the 493 members of

Lorena Bobbit cuts to the
chase

Quito, ECUADOR—

Ecuador's president, Abdala
Bucaram, on Thursday had

the Gresham Fire and Emergency
Services department.

Firefighters used a 75-foot
cheery pid<;er to reach both Bob, the
cat, and Traum, his human wouldbe rescuer.

Traum sheepishly thanked the
firefighters.

Nelms, 33, turned himself

lunch with Lorena Bobbit, who

in Wednesday after hearing
terrified store owner Pong

cut a quick path to world fame
when she slashed off her

said. "But fiie real heroes are fiiose

Han's lament on a news show

husband's penis in 1993.

guys."

about being robbed twice by

"1 guess 1 tried to be a hero," he

the same man, said police in

The Ecuadorean-born
Bobbit mutilated her husband

Sanford, Florida, just north of

John Wayne Bobbit in revenge

service...

for allegedly raping her. John

ITALY—Passengers and crew

pushed their British Airways plane
to tlie runway on Tuesday after
striking ground staff refused to tow

us,"Sanford Police Com

Wayne, a former U.S. marine,
had his penis sewn back on
and then starred in a porno
graphic film autobiography.
A Virginia jury in 1994

mander Dennis Whitmire told

found Lorena Bobbit

Reuters."It sure would be nice

not guilty of as
saulting her hus

Orlando.

"Never had a bad guy have
guilty feelings and come
down and turn themselves in.

This was a unique one for

if they all had conscience
pangs like this."
Nelms told the Orlando

Sentinel "it really hit home,"
when Han, 58, talked of sell

ing or closing up shop.

"Man, 1 felt so bad, he
thought 1 would shoot him,"

he said. "1 could have easily
kicked back and stayed home.

1 decided to go ahead and face
it and take what's coming to

me and hope it's not too hard.
I ain't regretting it ...yet."

Now THIS is what 1 call

the aircraft away from the termi

nal, airport authorities said.

by this generous recep
tion. 1 never imagined myself

Some 30 people, about half of
them passengers, got out of the
stranded plane and pushed it
ah>out 35 yards back from the
docking bay to allow it to start
its engines and take off.
Airport officials said the Lon
don-bound flight left only an horn-

next to an important dignitary,"

late thanks to tiie intervention.

band by reason of T
insanity.
" 1 f e e l fl a t t e r e d

she told Bucaram. She praiski

the president as a simple, hard
working and generous man.
Presenting Bobbit with a
copy of his debut rock-and-roll
compact disc, "A Madman in
1-ove," which was released last

concern

While the

above mayor

may

straight for

was

ward, it is the

expressed regarding
safety on
campus. This
comes

as

Airport workers held a one-day
strike on Tuesday to press for new
contracts, bringing chaos to Italy's
airports. State carrier Alitalia was
forced to cancel around 150

national and international flights
because of the industrial action.

not

s o u n d

second issue,

lack of police

training, that
makes even

no

the above

surprise as
we have had

powers of

stories in the

citizen's arrest

very tricky.

paper and

The

here on cam
stalker

is the issue of
the crime be

at

large.
I
like

would
to

fi r s t

thing to note

pus of a

ing commit

CARL ECKLUND

ted

ad

in

the

presence of the

dress in this

article the situation Security is in
with the hope that this explana
tion will keep the community bet
ter informed what can be expected
of Security and how much we re
ally depend on community to

private person. It isn't very often
that a "bad guy" will wait until

someone is around to commit
most of the crimes we see on our

campus. Usually the opposite is
the case. So it is vary rare that an

help us keep this campus safe.

arrest can be made because of this

the Department of Campus Safety

The second issue hinges on the
term "probable cause". This is not
any couple of words placed to
gether to get a vague meaning
across. In law "probable cause" is

I'll start by saying the obvious;

Safety have now been combined)

the cat-lover who had tried to

the arrested

ORS 133.225

(our new name since Secmity and

are just kids, says Hara, 89,
who's served in Japan's Parlia

son before a magistrate or deliver
peace officer."

up in a tree for four yowling day
o w n .

nrrpftted

person to a

kitten that had been stuck 80 feet

would find its way down on its

fUo

sary delay, take the arrest^ per

It has been

world has meant a lot for the free

brother and two women were

curred near dawn, and that his

Director of Campus Security

values. Your presence in the

women's groups reacted with
outrage to comments by one of
his top ministers that he would

that Pepperell's accident oc

^

CARL ECKLUND

brought to
my attention
that during

how to defend her principles and
Dial 007 for.. James Bond???

Fox Safe-Watch

is not a police force.
While this is no surprise, it does

limitation.

do. So, if during this article you

one of the most technical terms I
know and is often the cause of an

dictate what we can and cannot

find yourself wondering why we

otherwise guilty person "getting

have such tight restrictions on
what our officers can do, you need
to keep this in mind.

off" without a conviction because

arrest and the level of training re

rested is the one who commit

of a "technicality."
I have heard the term de

Not being a police force we lack fined as, it is "more likely than
two things: Any special powers of not" that the person to be ar
quired to be a police officer.

On the issue of arrest, all citi

zens have the power to make an
arrest: "A private person may
arrest another person for any
crime committed in the pres

ence of the private person if the
private person has probable

ted the crime. Yet many times
cases are lost when the judge
determines that the arresting of
ficer did not have probable
cause to arrest or investigate the
suspect.

It is very hard to expect our

o f fi c e r s t o u n d e r s t a n d b e t t e r

cause to believe the arrested

then the police do this complex

person committed the crime.
A private person making such

i s s u e . To a v o i d a l a w s u i t f o r

an arrest shall, wiffiout unneces-

that our officers make arrests.

false arrest, it is not expected

Clean: Seeking solutions
Continued from page
^ ° 1
money goes mto residence haU

plans to add additional ma- funds,
chines.

Although

the

constant

need

It is felt that a ratio of 25-30 to hoard quarters has probably
students per set of machines is made you homesick by now,
workable, and we are well you are paying less to do the

within that ratio. In fact, the over- wash here on campus than you
all ratio of students to machines would to do it elsewhere - say,
is 21 tol - down from a ratio of at the local Laundromat where

24-1 last year. each load (wash or dry) is $1.25.
This is an average, and de- At the last town hall meet-

pending on where you live, your ing the idea of a single, centralaccess may be better or worse. ized laundry facility was
If you live in the suites, for in- brought up. VandenHoek says
stance, the ratio faUs to 22 to 1, that, whUe this idea is being
and house residents have a veiy considered as part of the overconvenient rahoof 9 to 1. all scheme of campus improveHowever, dorm residents ra- ments, it wil not be happening
tios climb to 24 to 1, and apart- any time soon

ment dwellers have the worst Also, he admits, they are not
accesswithanaverageof30stu- at all certain of how the general
dents to each set of machines. student population wo^d reaU
traded out to Web Services Co., their machines to moving
one central
Inc., a company that services building

idea
is wi
actually
Most ofNorthw^t.
the machinesBefore
have carrithe
ed out,
there
l be sur- and the school
f s share
^ q of
u ethe
s ttermi
i o nnenpopul
aire
arsopintioon. d ^

